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Impact report: Maadhyam 2013- An initiative by United Way of Mumbai.      
Presented by Standard Chartered Bank, in association with High Street Phoenix and supported by British 

Petroleum.  

Partnered by Spicy Sangria, Univeral Music Group, iVolunteer, Display House and Joy of Giving Week. 
 

The Joy of Giving Week is India's ‘festival of giving’! Each year, this pan India festival is celebrated in the 

week, October 2-8, and brings together Indians from all walks of life, to celebrate "giving”. Under The Joy 

of giving week this year, United Way of Mumbai initiated a concept designed towards facilitating 

interactions between citizens and various charities in a fun, interactive and engaging premise. We named 

this initiative- MAADHYAM which means a means or a medium between two entities.  

MAADHYAM 2013 A first in terms of a  citizen-NGO connect, Maadhyam 2013 established itself as an 

interactive and engaging event, connecting citizens of Mumbai, corporates, & organisations to various 

NGOs under a festive environment. The Maadhyam 2013 was held over two days on the 7th and 8th 

October, 2013 at the courtyard of High Street Phoenix mall. Over the two days over 20,000 customers 

visited and connected with the NGO’s and their beneficiaries through engagement activities, product stalls 

or general interaction. MAADHYAM witnessed fun and engaging opportunities to interact, connect, 

volunteer or support any cause. A series of performances ensured high energy levels at the venue.  
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Impact:   

27 NGOs were carefully selected to participate in the first edition of Maadhyam 2013 from an interested 

pool of over 150 NGO’s. Participation for all NGO’s was free of cost and 100% of all proceeds were 

retained by the beneficary NGO. Of the 27 NGO’s, 18 NGOs put up a product stall enabling them to 

showcase the high quality merchandize prepared by their NGO beneficiaries who include differently abled 

individuals, under privileged women and youth etc. The wide range of products included oil made from 

natural fruits and herbs, scrubs, fragrances, office stationary, bags, coasters, trays, handmade paper bags, 

apparel, additionally we also showcased a wide variety of products for animal and environment lovers. At 

an average price of Rs 160 per product, over Rs 2, 50,000 were raised in product sales over the two days. 

Not only did the participating NGOs raise funds through the sales but they also got a great opportunity to 

talk and sensitize visitors to the causes they represent. Visitors greatly appreciated the quality of the 

products on display and the great value provided in shopping for a cause.  

9 NGOs were selected to put up engagement stalls. These special stalls had fun engaging activities that 

sensitized the general public about their causes and their impact. Each of these NGO had beneficiaries and 

volunteers present at the venue to guide the citizens and indulge in engaging games through the stalls. 

Special wish coins were created and distributed among the visitors which could be donated to the NGO 

they were most impressed with. An inter NGO contest was run with the top 3 NGO’s receiving the highest 

number of wish coins receiving wish donations from United Way of Mumbai.  
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The Wish tree: 

The highlight of Maadhyam was the striking wish tree. The wishtree was a 9ft high art installation which  

was made entirely of recycled cycle parts. All participating NGO’s had various wishes for their beneficiaries 

listed which could be fulfilled by visitors. 

Each wish fulfilled was represented by a 

different coloured scap CD. Everytime a 

contribution went up, a bell was rung 

across the venue and all NGO participants, 

volunteers, visitors and performers 

applauded the donor. A photographer 

captured the contributions and the same 

are shared on United Way of Mumbai’s 

social media pages. From a bare tree on 

day one, with the first wish being recorded 

in first five minutes of installation, the wish tree displayed more than 300 fulfilled wishes amounting to 

over Rs 1 Lakh in donation for participating NGOs.  

  Performances: Maadhyam was high on energy and enthusiasm thanks to several crowd pulling 

performances. Beneficiaries from several NGOs created awareness about their NGO’s through dance, 

drama, skits and musicals. Amongst professional performers, Maadhyam 2013 saw Helen O’Grady 

perform a flash mob followed by performances from highly popular bands like Indo Gypsies, Reuel 

Benedict, Spud in the Box and Coushish. Singers and artists like Shraddha Sharma, Poorvi Koutish, Hriday 

Gattani also entralled the audience while Aaliya Khan, the emcee motivated the crowds to engage with 

the NGOs and motivated the visitors to support the NGOs through product sales, engagment games and 

fulfilling wishes on the wish tree. The iVolunteer stall was also a big draw for citizens who were looking at 

matching skill based volunteering options among various NGOs. 
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 Conclusion: 

MAADHYAM 2013 was a great success and exceeded expectations from a first time event. It reaffirmed 

our belief in the intrinsic goodness of people and the want of just a suitable opportunity for empowering 

it. Bonds were created, funds raised, new friends and supporters integrated resulting in a win win for 

everyone. Through Maadhyam, United Way of Mumbai has made a difference in our efforts to educate, 

empower and motivate people to be sensitised, aware and informed citizens of this country.  

Maadhyam would not have been possible without the backing and support of our wonderful corporate 

partners- Standard Chartered Bank and British Petroleum. The venue was provided pro-bono by High 

Street Phoenix and all artists also performed pro bono under the Universal Music group. Together they 

truly espoused the ‘Joy of Giving’ spirit and we are very grateful to them for their outstanding corporate 

citizenship and belief in giving back to society 

  

United Way of Mumbai is a premier non-profit organization that endeavors to leverage corporate, 

employee and leadership talent for community development. Through its strong network and associations 

with various partner NGOs and corporate, UWM has various initiatives in many intervention areas. 

Day 1.       Day 2.  


